Roller Blinds DF
Roof Windows

Roof Window Roller Blinds
The Benthin roof window roller
blind is perfectly suited for all
current models of roof window.
The system was developed with a
focus on optimised assembly, very
quick and easy installation and
maximum user-friendliness in top
quality. It is available in two models.
DF01 - A smart version with a
cassette cover and retaining hooks.
DF11 - A room-darkening version with
a cassette cover and side channel.
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The DF01 version can easily be positioned
in the holders with a smart handle profile.
The handle profile can be held individually
on two sides and fits in perfectly with
the upper cassette profile when open.
Thanks to its spring-loaded cord
threading unit, type DF11 allows for an
infinitely adjustable and perfectly
horizontal positioning of the hanging
over an ergonomically designed handle
profile, which can also be operated with
a control rod.
Quick, easy and very accurate fine
adjustments are possible using the cord
stretching device.

Type DF11 offers nearly full room
darkening.
Rubber seals are used to reduce
the entering daylight.
An additional darkening flap
(patent pending) is located in the
cassette.
Furthermore, the end caps of the
profiles are absolutely opaque, and
perfectly match the profile colours.
All profiles are powder-coated
in white or anodised silver/grey
(E6/EV1).

Optimised installation

Sizes/unit dimensions

The cassette is mounted using a
universal holder (patent pending)
for all types of windows.

Unit widths from 0.35 m - 1.20 m
Unit heights from 0.30 m - 1.60 m
Angle of inclination of up to 60°

Existing mounting fittings need not
be removed.
An installation tool facilitates the
exact positioning.
With the DF01, the holders can be
attached just as accurately.
Depending on the customer’s
preference, these can be fastened
with either screws or nails.
A screw tool is available for the easy
mounting of the side profiles.

Comprehensive documentation
Benthin will make all documentation
available to provide you with easy
access to the product.
Detailed documentation can help
you build up an in-depth knowledge
of the product.

This encompasses everything
from the components catalogue
with split views, through data
sheets with information on every
model, to illustrated installation
instructions.
Worksheet program
A software tool to configurate
the models with bill of materials,
length information and a pricing.
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